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A B S T R A C T

If mining proposals are to receive more positive reception in host communities and regions, they will
need to be planned, reviewed and approved in ways that ensure they contribute to more sustainable
regional futures. That transition will require improvements in individual project assessment practice–
especially a shift from a focus on mitigating “significant adverse effects” to requiring “positive
contributions to sustainability” as well as avoidance of adverse effects. It will also demand more effective
regional planning and other strategic level efforts to provide attention to the cumulative regional effects
of multiple mining projects, associated infrastructure and other past, current and anticipated activities.
Such broader work would provide a better examined context and more authoritative guidance for
individual project planning and development. Regional scale planning and assessment are largely a
responsibility of governments, not something that individual mine proponents can reasonably be
expected to deliver adequately in project-based assessment and approval processes. This paper reviews
the current status of assessment regimes, identifies deficiencies and suggests where best practice
opportunities exist. The implications are summarized as recommendations for assessment regime design
that addresses cumulative effects, largely through regional processes linked to project-level assessments,
and that incorporate the following five characteristics:
(i) Multi-dimensional: covers the full suite of cumulative effects of multiple undertakings, past, present

and reasonably foreseeable in the relevant regional future (well beyond the individual project level), in
light of contribution to sustainability objectives;
(ii) Long term: uses scenarios or some equivalent to explore and illuminate the nature and potential

implications of plausible and desirable futures, to identify alternative pathways and plan options to
examine;
(iii) Credible: establishes explicit open processes for elaborating and evaluating regional alternatives

and justifying decisions in light of context-specified sustainability-based criteria and trade-off rules;
(iv) Authoritative: integrates regional assessment conclusions as decisions in legislatively authoritative

regional plans or the equivalent with provisions for ensuring compliance in project level planning and
assessment; and
(v) Accountable: ensures clear and accountable assignment of cumulative effects management

responsibilities and expectations, including provisions for engaged monitoring, effective responses and
public reporting.
Special attention to legacy effects is also emphasized because orebodies are non-renewable resources.
For illustrative purposes, the paper considers approaches to anticipated mining development in the

Ring of Fire region, 500 km of Thunder Bay, Ontario, Canada, where reliance on individual project
assessments is problematic given the regional cumulative effects issues and the range of alternative
response options.
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1. Introduction

Every mining project has ecological and socio-economic effects,
both positive and negative, during mine life and after closure. But
the impacts that matter in the end, and increasingly at the outset in
decision making about proposed mines, are the cumulative effects.
Often, multiple projects are proposed and undertaken within a
given area, due to the geological concentration of mineral
resources and the practical demands of access to necessary
infrastructure. However, our current assessment and approval
processes are ill-designed to address cumulative effects and broad
alternatives for enhancing or mitigating these effects (Duinker
et al., 2012; Duinker and Greig, 2006; Sinclair et al 2017; Therivel
and Ross, 2007).

Assessment scholars and professionals have provided various
definitions for cumulative effects or impacts (Duinker et al.,
2012). For the purposes of this discussion, “ . . . cumulative
impacts are the successive, incremental and combined impacts of
one, or more, activities on society, the economy and the
environment. Cumulative impacts result from the aggregation
and interaction of impacts on a receptor and may be the product
of past, present or future activities” (Franks, Brereton, and Moran
2010, 300). Also, cumulative effects include the full range of
impacts, whether positive and adverse, near and long term, social,
economic and cultural as well as biophysical effects and their
interactions.

Cumulative effects assessment (CEA) is described and cri-
tiqued in a now vast global literature. In Canada, CEA gained
prominence in the mid 1980s via the work of the newly founded
Canadian Environmental Assessment Research Council (e.g.
CEARC, 1986). By 1995, requirements to consider cumulative
effects were embedded in the Canadian Environmental Assessment
Act as a mandatory component of a project-level environmental
assessment (EA). Federal workshops, guidelines and academic
interest kept CEA in the forefront of EA innovation in Canada until
the late 1990s and early 2000s (Duinker et al., 2012; Duinker and
Greig 2006, 154–155; MacDonald, 2000). Despite the attention
and investment, however, CEA continues to be poorly imple-
mented within assessment and has, in some regrettable practice,
become a glorified checklist (Duinker and Greig, 2006).

Like project level environmental assessments, traditional
regional planning processes are often identified as means of
anticipating and mitigating serious adverse cumulative effects.
Regional land use planning can be defined as “a conception about
the spatial arrangement of land uses with a set of proposed
actions to make that a reality” (Leung, 2003). Regional planning
can aid in determining areas of ecological and sacred significance
that may merit protection, as well as in considering the spatial
considerations of development. Where multiple interests and
system complexities are recognized, regional planning can be
appropriately non-linear, openly subjective and dynamic (Arts
et al., 2005). However, outside of growing metropolitan areas,
regional planning does not often consider the pace and scale of
development. Nor does regional planning normally compare
multiple alternatives for development trajectories and assess
regional needs for policy and service supports in light of explicit
and reasonably comprehensive sustainability-based criteria. In
Canada, the record of efforts to integrate attention to cumulative
effects concerns in regional planning has been uneven, particu-
larly in the North (Hodge and Robinson, 2007). For example, the
Yukon, which has a relatively advanced regional land use
planning process that is mandated in a land claim agreement
with Yukon First Nations, does use scenario-based approaches to
regional planning and covers socio-economic, as well as
biophysical considerations, but retains a focus on mitigating
adverse effects rather than pursuing sustainability (Francis and
Hamm, 2011). Also, it has struggled to complete
plans for many regions and approval of the most recent proposed
plan–for the Peel Watershed–has been delayed by conflict
between the planning authority and the territorial government
(Locke and Heuer, 2015; Staples et al., 2013).

Attention to cumulative effects is required in project-level
assessments under federal law and some provincial and territorial
processes, but has been treated mostly as an effort to determine
whether adverse project effects, in combination with other
projects' effects, may be significant and therefore affect decision
making on project approval (e.g., require added conditions of
approval to ensure “adequate” mitigation). In many jurisdictions,
the cumulative effects focus has been on ecological considerations.
More realistic and useful CEA is about identifying and anticipating
all cumulative effects to develop effective means of enhancing
lasting positive contributions and opportunities while mitigating
or avoiding damages and risks (Duinker et al., 2012; Therivel and
Ross, 2007). CEA at that level is most effectively undertaken as
constituent part of regional planning (and associated policy
making and programming), with identification and comparative
consideration of possible and desirable scenarios and strategies for
delivering better futures (Duinker and Greig 2007; Peterson et al.,
2003; Robinson, 1990). The scope of project assessments is
typically too narrow and project proponents rarely have the
needed motivations, time, capacities, credibility or authority to act
on the results of serious cumulative effects assessment (Morrison-
Saunders et al., 2014).

This dissatisfaction with the actual practice of CEA in Canadian
assessment regimes has been well-documented (Duinker et al.,
2012; Franks et al., 2010; Gunn, 2011; MacDonald, 2000; Therivel
and Ross, 2007). So far, that dissatisfaction has not yielded much
positive change in assessment process design or application.
However, Canadian courts are beginning to recognize cumulative
effects problems and stakeholder demands for effective anticipa-
tory attention to cumulative effects are increasing (e.g., Chetkie-
wicz and Lintner, 2014; Staples and Askew, 2016).

For example, the Blueberry River First Nations have filed a suit
in the British Columbia Supreme Court asserting that the effects
of incremental provincial approvals of industrial developments
throughout their traditional territory has interfered with their
constitutional and territorial rights to hunt, fish and trap. The
case has brought serious questions concerning development
trajectories to light (Blueberry River First Nations v. British
Columbia, 2015 BCSC 1302, Supreme Court of British Columbia (N.
Smith J)).

The Blueberry River First Nations argue that the cumulative
effects of multiple industrial developments in their traditional
territories (dams, mines, oil and gas exploration and development
with supporting infrastructure) have not been addressed well
enough in BC’s approval regime and that the resulting long term
social, economic and cultural, as well as biophysical effects, are
unacceptable (Askew, 2015). Only 14 per cent of Blueberry territory
remains intact forest landscape compared to the 60 per cent
average in British Columbia (Macdonald, 2016). Also, less than one
per cent of Blueberry River First Nations’ traditional territory has
been conserved in parks and protected areas. The British Columbia
average is 14 per cent. In the court case, Blueberry River First
Nations sought an injunction to prevent the BC government from
selling 15 timber licences. The application was dismissed because
the court was unable to establish “the balance of convenience,”
despite acknowledgement by the court that there was potential for
irreparable harm from not granting the injunction (Blueberry River
First Nations v. British Columbia, 2015).

The court’s ruling illuminates the daunting challenges of
dealing with cumulative effects in a post-hoc way that is centred
on individual decisions. The judge stated,
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However, it must be remembered that the irreparable harm
alleged by BRFN is a cumulative negative effect that infringes on
its treaty rights. Since BRFN seeks an injunction against conduct
that is only one part of that cumulative effect, I must consider
the relationship between the alleged treaty breach and the
specific activity that BRFN seeks to enjoin. It would be unjust to
weigh the full inconvenience to the Crown and the public
against the full inconvenience to BRFN because BRFN alleges
that the irreparable harm stems from a number of sources,
many of which would not be affected by this injunction.
Accordingly, the strength or weakness of the connection
between the conduct that BRFN seeks to enjoin and the
cumulative negative effect that poses a risk of irreparable harm
affects the balance of convenience.

Given the small proportion of the territory that these new
licences covered (less than 0.1% of the traditional territory), the
court deemed the effects of these licences to be insignificant.
Additionally, the ruling concluded that amending those licences
now would generate a “moving target” for this and other cases that
is unacceptable for the necessary predictability of Courts and
Crown. However, this ruling will not prevent further attempts at
injunctions aimed at managing proposed new activities on such
lands, since the court acknowledged that the irreparable damage of
cumulative effects applies as evidence for other cases. Specifically,
the court indicated that “public interest will not be served by
dealing with the matter on a piecemeal, project-by-project basis”
(Blueberry River First Nations v. British Columbia, 2015). Blueberry
River First Nations are now pursuing a lawsuit against the province
for “unprecedented industrial disturbance,” including the liquefied
natural gas projects and the building of the Site C dam, that
threatens their way of life and violates the terms of Treaty 8, signed
in 1900. The lawsuit was launched in March 2015 and has yet to be
resolved (Proctor, 2015).

Project level CEA does little to alleviate the concerns that the
Blueberry River First Nations have brought forward, as the 2014
ruling and 2015 legal action indicate. Irreparable damage may
occur, but it is not feasible to manage these problems through
individual project decisions. The results indicate insufficiently
effective consideration of cumulative effects and incremental
establishment of a path dependence that entails more damage
from future development schemes, despite evidence of growing
adverse effects. The most realistic solution entails moving away
from full reliance on project-by-project based assessment towards
integrated regional, sustainability-based forms of planning that are
authoritatively tiered to guide project level planning and assess-
ment.

In the following analysis, we consider the essential character-
istics of cumulative effects and their implications for CEA. We then
examine two primary substantive concerns with current CEA
practice–first, the limitations of project level assessment as a
vehicle for effective CEA and second, the required characteristics
for effective CEA–with special attention to implications of and for
mining projects.

Mining projects present special imperatives for cumulative
effects assessment because they deplete non-renewable resources
(orebodies), have limited life expectancies, often leave negative
ecological and socio-economic legacies, and can be vulnerable to
premature closure or insolvency due to price declines in global
mineral markets (Baker and McLelland, 2003; Bowles and Wilson,
2015; Davis and Franks, 2011; Gibson, 2014; Halseth, and Manson
2012; Markey, Panagos and Grant 2013). Regional, as well as
individual assessments of mining development, are therefore
especially important venues for sustainability-based deliberations,
which not only address the full range of effects, but also emphasize
attention to the lasting results.
2. Essentials of cumulative effects and cumulative effects
assessment

Cumulative effects and assessment processes to address these
effects have some common characteristics. The actual effects of any
undertaking are always cumulative; they result from new stresses
that build upon existing natural and anthropogenic stresses and
their interactions. Actual cumulative effects include socio-eco-
nomic and cultural, as well as ecological aspects, which always
interact and are not often separable (Weber et al., 2012). Also,
cumulative effects can be (usually are) positive and adverse, with
the positive effects including opportunities and the adverse ones
including risks. The effects occur in dynamic complex social and/or
ecological systems and may be direct or indirect, immediate or
delayed, simple and linear or interactive and non-linear (Mac-
Donald, 2000). Cumulative effects, therefore, involve combinations
and interactions among factors that influence existing social and/
or ecological systems or their components. The effects may be
additive, synergistic, magnified (e.g., biomagnification of toxic
contaminants up a food chain), compounding, or compensating
across multiple scales (Harriman and Noble, 2008; Noble, 2015;
Spaling and Smit, 1993).

The diverse characteristics of cumulative effects can be re-
categorized as four types of impacts, particularly relevant to
mining: i) coincident effects (independently initiated activities in
the same system); ii) induced effects (where one effect or set of
effects leads to others; e.g., where one project and its infrastructure
in an area facilitate additional projects and associated effects); iii)
lifecycle effects (through product chain, cradle to grave, cradle to
cradle); and iv) legacy effects (effects that follow and may extend
far beyond the active life of the focal undertakings, such as
decommissioned mines with tailings facilities that may entail
monitoring and management in perpetuity). Most importantly, all
these effects interact and need to be considered together.

These complexities of cumulative effects entail uncertainty and
imperfect predictability even with good information (which is not
always available). In order to identify and evaluate cumulative
effects, the assessment process must rely on expertise, including
both specialized conventional scientific expertise and traditional
knowledge based on local experience (MacDonald, 2000). At the
same time, however, assessment of cumulative effects necessarily
involves choices for which expert understanding is helpful but
insufficient and credible public process is crucial (Adger and
Jordan, 2009; Gibson, 2016; Norton, 2005; Stacey et al., 2010).

In order to assess cumulative impacts properly, a core package
with the following five key characteristics is needed:

� Multi-dimensional: covers the full suite of cumulative effects of
multiple undertakings, past, present and reasonably foreseeable
in the relevant regional future (well beyond the individual
project level), in light of contribution to sustainability objectives;

� Long term: uses scenarios or some equivalent to explore and
illuminate the nature and potential implications of plausible and
desirable futures, to identify alternative pathways and plan
options to examine;

� Credible: establishes explicit open processes for elaborating and
evaluating regional alternatives and justifying decisions in light
of context-specified sustainability-based criteria and trade-off
rules;

� Authoritative: integrates regional assessment conclusions as
decisions in legislatively authoritative regional plans or the
equivalent with provisions for ensuring compliance in project
level planning and assessment; and

� Accountable: ensures clear and accountable assignment of
cumulative effects management responsibilities and
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expectations, including provisions for engaged monitoring,
effective responses and public reporting.

Taken together, these characteristics mean that cumulative
effects assessment presents technical and procedural challenges.
To address the predictive uncertainties and value-laden choices
(MacDonald, 2000), cumulative effects assessment processes must
apply foresight in identifying and pursuing desirable futures but
also adopt precautionary approaches that favour lower risk options
and adaptive design with careful monitoring, adaptive manage-
ment and continuous learning (Sinclair and Diduck, 2016; Adger
and Jordan, 2009; Gibson et al., 2005a, 2005b) (Fig. 1).

Beyond the broad complexities common to all cumulative
effects assessments, each assessment must be specified for the
particulars of the contextual reality. For mining and CEA in Canada,
these realities relate not only to the specific character of mineral
development undertakings and socio-ecological relations in-
volved, but also to the temporal scope of mining assessments,
the need to respect Indigenous rights and issues of geographic
scale. Before we enter into a more detailed discussion of design
criteria for appropriate approaches to assessing cumulative effects,
it is important to discuss the elephant in the existing room–the
inadequacy of individual project level assessment in considering
and addressing cumulative effects.

3. The inadequacy of project level assessment

Cumulative effects assessment is “not well suited for inclusion
in project-level EIA” (Duinker and Greig 2006, 155). This judgment
is reiterated throughout the literature (Dalmer, 2012; Dubé and
Munkittrick, 2001; Duinker and Greig, 2006; Duinker et al., 2012;
Gunn, 2011; Taylor, 2010; Therivel and Ross, 2007; Tollefson and
Wipond, 1998). The conclusion should not be surprising. Concep-
tually and practically, it is unrealistic to expect to capture the
overall interactive impacts of developments in an area or a sector
through a project assessment that is assigned to the proponent of a
single new undertaking and is centred on a project approval
(Therivel and Ross, 2007). It is nonetheless useful to consider more
closely the limitations of individual project environmental assess-
ments as vehicles for CEA.
Fig. 1. Basic framework for R-SEA, pro
3.1. The traditional focus of individual project environmental
assessments

Most environmental assessment laws have been designed
chiefly, if not exclusively, for application to individual proposed
projects, usually physical works of some kind. Environmental
assessments were an outgrowth from pollution abatement and
facility licencing law (Gibson et al., 2005, ch.2). Consequently, the
requirements in most regimes have focused narrowly on the
anticipated effects of projects for which an approval was sought.
As well, these assessments were primarily concerned with
potentially significant adverse biophysical effects–the issues
traditionally addressed in pollution control regimes and other
considerations of agencies with a biophysical mandate (though
usually also including human health). Processes in some Canadian
jurisdictions (e.g., Ontario, the three territories and some other
assessment processes established through land claims agree-
ments) have defined environmental effects broadly to include
social, economic and cultural as well as biophysical effects, but
even in these jurisdictions biophysical effects have often received
most attention in assessment practice (Gibson, 2002; Gibson
et al., 2005a, 2005b).

Traditional assessments have also given limited attention to
interactive effects. These limited considerations are in part due to
the focus on the significant adverse biophysical effects of
individual projects. Old assessment practices have been slow to
incorporate recently improved understanding of complex socio-
ecological systems, especially when the implications threaten to
make assessment work more difficult and expensive. A common
focus has been on the particular effects of the proposed project on
selected receptors–valued ecosystem components (VECs)–that are
judged to be especially important (Baxter et al., 2001; Duinker
et al., 2012). While some focusing is necessary in EAs to
concentrate limited resources on the biggest issues, practice
suffers from an over-reliance on simplifying assumptions and from
approval-seeking proponents wanting to avoid identifying signifi-
cant adverse effects.

Despite still common expectations for assessment to be a purely
scientific exercise, actual practice involves unavoidable choices in a
realm of complex, wicked problems. Traditionally, governments
rely on forms of scientific risk assessment (Fairbrother and
ject assessment and monitoring.
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Bennett, 1999) and bureaucratic procedure in decision making to
resolve these wicked problems (Lenihan, 2012) because it is
assumed that they emerge from cognitive uncertainty due to
technical and scientific knowledge gaps (Weber and Khademian,
2008). However, many wicked problems are based on strategic
uncertainty or institutional uncertainty. Strategic uncertainty
means that multiple actors’ “strategies to address the problem
are based on perceptions of problems and their solutions, which
may differ from the views of others” (Weber and Khademian, 2008,
p.193) while institutional uncertainty “results from the fact that
decisions are made in different places, in different policy arenas in
which various actors from various policy networks participate”
(Duinker, n.d.; Duinker et al., 2012).

3.2. Adding cumulative effects assessment requirements to traditional
assessments

Over the past two decades, pressures to address cumulative
effects have led some jurisdictions to expand the scope of
traditional environmental assessments to include attention to
cumulative effects (e.g., as required under the 1995 and 2012
versions of the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act). This
obligation for the proponent to consider cumulative effects of the
proposed project along with other past, existing and reasonably
foreseeable undertakings, ensures some increased identification
and understanding of multiple project effects. But while that
recognition of cumulative effects has been seen as an important
symbolic advance in environmental assessment design, the
practical results have been disappointing (Duinker and Greig,
2006).

For example, a common approach has been to identify project
effects first and then add the potentially significant project
effects to the identified significant effects of other undertakings
in the area, rather than attempt to identify potentially interactive
multi-project effects and attempt to predict their overall
implications. The summed results are then reported in a section
of the environmental assessment submission separate from the
project findings. While the method is tidy, it neglects the
cumulative effects reality that the individually “insignificant” or
“acceptable” effects of one undertaking may combine with the
similarly modest effects of other activities to produce serious
concerns (Baxter et al., 2001; Duinker and Greig, 2006;
MacDonald, 2000).

The determination that a specific anticipated effect may be
“significant” plays a major role in the potential for approval in the
established approach for individual project decision making.
Because project level assessments are typically treated as means
to project approvals, the focus is on passing an approval test. That
test in many jurisdictions is formulated as a demonstration that the
proposed project will have no “significant” adverse effects (after
proposed mitigation measures are taken into account). Often, for
example, under the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act (1995
and 2012 versions), projects can be approved if their anticipated
significant adverse effects are “justified in the circumstances,” but
this introduces worrisome uncertainties. The justifying “circum-
stances” are undefined and not examined with any rigour in public
assessments. The result is an understandable motivation for
project proponents to concentrate on establishing that no
significant adverse effects will result from their proposed project.
The accompanying temptation concerning cumulative effects is to
claim that if the project itself will have no significant adverse
effects, it will not contribute to significant regional cumulative
effects (Aschemann et al., 2012; Duinker and Greig, 2006;
Harriman and Noble, 2008).

This characteristic of project assessments, centred on “signifi-
cance” determinations conflicts with the basic concept of
cumulative effects, recognizes that multiple minor effects can
combine to have serious implications for ecological and socio-
economic wellbeing. Not surprisingly, the results also conflict with
regional community and public interests that seek to avoid serious
overall damage and risks to gain lasting benefits from multiple
projects (MacDonald, 2000; Odum, 1982).

Also, individual attention to some significant adverse (usually
biophysical) cumulative effects neglects whole categories of
cumulative environmental effects (socio-economic and cultural,
positive, interactive, perpetual, etc.) and their assessment. In sum,
the cumulative effects practice in conventional project level
assessments still only considers a limited portion of the actual
range of positive and negative cumulative effects that have
important interactive and often lasting effects on the entwined
wellbeing of communities and ecosystems.

4. Solutions: addressing cumulative effects beyond the
project level

The inadequacies of project level assessment as a means of
addressing cumulative effects point to needs for more broadly
conceived and empowered regional strategic processes with the
five core characteristics listed above. The following discussion
explores the details.

4.1. Characteristic 1 multi-dimensional: covers the full suite of
cumulative effects of multiple undertakings, past, present and
reasonably foreseeable in the relevant regional future (well beyond the
individual project level), in light of contribution to sustainability
objectives

Proper attention to the cumulative interactions among the
effects of multiple undertakings and stressors–past, present and
in the reasonably foreseeable future–requires a larger scale than
is available at the project level and more authority than can be
expected from individual project proponents. There is a specific
need for a regional level examination of cumulative effects,
related future considerations and options, and appropriate action
in anticipation of them. Where multiple past, present and
reasonably foreseeable undertakings will affect a region, an
anticipatory regional response is needed. Regional level assess-
ments, often involving multiple jurisdictions, need sufficient
scope, authority, access to information and arrangements for
meaningful public engagement to ensure credible analysis
covering wide-ranging cumulative effects, examining broad
implications, comparing future scenarios, and considering
multiple alternatives (Arts et al., 2005; Aschemann et al., 2012;
Gunn and Noble, 2009).

The understanding of current and potential cumulative effects
and possible options for responding to them can be enhanced
through regional studies. Authoritative guidance for individual
project planning and assessment, however, typically depends on
integration of these studies into the development and approval of
legislatively mandated broader undertakings. Broader undertak-
ings may be regional plans developed through processes equiva-
lent to rigorous and participative assessments or policies
developed through credible strategic level environmental assess-
ment (SEA) processes. Such regional or strategic initiatives can
address many well-recognized project level assessment insuffi-
ciencies. SEAs “systematically assess the potential environmental
effects, including cumulative effects, of alternative strategic
initiatives, policies, plans, or programs for a particular region”
(Harriman and Noble 2008, 16). Because of overlapping mandates
under the Constitution of Canada, strategic (and project) level
undertakings, particularly those involving resource extraction,
often involve multiple senior jurisdictions � federal, provincial/
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territorial and Aboriginal � as well as municipal and sectoral
authorities.

One of the largest problems in project level cumulative effects
assessment is that the responsibility for assessing cumulative
effects is placed on individual project proponents. Such propo-
nents, especially those in the private sector, rarely have the
motivation (beyond legislated obligation), authority, capacity,
potential credibility, or information base (at least about other
anticipated projects) to do good cumulative effects assessment in a
way that addresses the core needs and rising expectations by the
public, First Nations and proponents for better decision making.
Project-level proponents may be able to identify the likely range
and potential importance of cumulative effects, but it is
unreasonable to expect them to examine their implications in
light of desirable and undesirable future scenarios, consider and
assess broad alternatives, and point to the best options for action
(Adger and Jordan, 2009,,2012; Duinker and Greig, 2007; Gibson
et al., 2005a, 2005b).

Project proponents would benefit from capable cumulative
effects assessments and associated regional plans or the equivalent
that address these overarching issues and provide credibly
developed and authoritative guidance for project planning. The
immediate and long term concerns and aspirations surrounding
project proposals now often extend well beyond the individual
project–especially where there have been and/or will be multiple
undertakings with uncertain overall future effects. Where the
projects involved include mines, with their limited life expectan-
cies, uneasy combination of opportunities and risks, and often
unfortunate legacies, proponents have much to gain from good
cumulative effects assessments to clarify and smooth the path for
project planning and approval (Gibson, 2014; Gratton, 2016). Such
assessments and associated benefits would seem much more likely
to be delivered by careful attention to cumulative effects in
sustainability-oriented anticipatory regional planning and associ-
ated policy and program initiatives than by project level
cumulative effects efforts.

In order to achieve sustainable outcomes, regional level
planning and assessments that incorporate sustainability-based
objectives best align with the public interest concerns presented in
recent development controversies and meet best practice expect-
ations recognized by independent EA professionals and scholars
(Adger and Jordan, 2009; Arts et al., 2005; Aschemann et al., 2012;
Chaker et al., 2006; Fischer 2012; Government of Canada, 2008;
MIAC, 2016). These regional and strategic initiatives must go well
beyond the standard environmental assessment practices that are
focused narrowly on mitigating significant adverse biophysical
effects.

The “mitigation of significant adverse effects” concept is
especially problematic where adverse effects may already be
unsustainable (as they are globally in many key parameters).
Moreover, it does not provide the information required to make
decisions in wicked problem areas featuring complex and dynamic
interactions among multiple factors, or cover the range of
considerations involved in meeting expectations for social licence
or social “acceptability”. Much more promising is planning and
assessment centred on the more comprehensive and positive
“contribution to sustainability” objective. In order to determine if a
regional plan (or an individual project) can contribute to lasting
sustainability gains, alternatives must be compared to see which
scenario generates the maximum long term, fairly distributed
benefits and minimizes tradeoffs. Sustainability-based assessment
covers the full suite of socio-economic, cultural and biophysical
factors, and their interactions in its evaluation and determines
what supporting programs, policies and initiatives must be in place
for the proposed undertaking to succeed (Bond et al., 2012; Gibson,
2016).
4.2. Characteristic 2 long term: uses scenarios or some equivalent to
explore and illuminate the nature and potential implications of
plausible and desirable futures, to identify alternative pathways and
plan options to examine

The use of scenarios as a tool for visioning and planning is an
often recommended best practice (Amer et al., 2013; Duinker and
Greig, 2007). Future scenarios provide a basis for choosing among
possible futures and tracing various possible trajectories of
development. They give people who might be affected a more
informed basis for anticipating and responding to opportunities,
to push change towards desirable options, and to avoid
undesirable ones. This focus on positive futures is consistent
with the agenda of sustainability-based assessment and the
objective of enhancing prospects for lasting wellbeing (Gibson
et al., 2005a, 2005b).

Project level assessments typically offer one puzzle piece,
without a full conception of how it might fit in and contribute to
the larger vision. Regional scale scenarios provide a more
fulsome picture of possibilities, risks and objectives. Additional-
ly, backcasting (working back from the characteristics of a
preferred future scenario, in contrast to forecasting that presents
future that present trends will deliver) can be effective for
planning and policy generation where we wish exercise some
influence over the pathways to be chosen and the future that will
result.

Scenarios can be defined as “conjectures about what might
happen in the future”(Cornish, 2005). A vision, conversely, is the
desirable future state. Neither is a forecast. Scenario building is a
useful tool for strategizing to determine how to get to a scenario
closest to one’s vision. Beyond clearer thinking about what
future we want, scenario-building can help participants  to
anticipate future opportunities, risks, barriers and uncertainties
(Duinker and Greig, 2007; Moriarity et al., 2005). In particular,
scenarios play two important roles in policy planning: “one is
risk management, where scenarios enable strategies and
decisions to be tested against possible futures, while the other
is creativity and sparking new ideas.” (Duinker and Greig, 2007,
p.210).

Effective scenario design includes creating forecasts of current
trends and looming possibilities that represent plausible pros-
pects that the participants may wish to avoid but may also need to
be ready to address (combat, soften, accommodate, etc.).
Identification of trends including projected developments and
land uses can be supplemented by anticipation of changes
resulting from climate change, industrial development in other
sectors, and other context dependent issues (Duinker and Greig,
2007; Duinker et al., 2012). While the specifics of such impacts
cannot be predicted with confidence, they can be broadly
identified for anticipatory encouragement, resistance or prepara-
tion for adaptation. The use of multiple scenarios helps to ensure
that a reasonably full range of future possibilities is taken into
account. Project level assessments rarely have the scope or
capacity to cover the main regional cumulative effects, much less
identify and compare future scenarios and response options
(Duinker and Greig 2007; Peterson et al., 2003; Rasmussen, 2008;
Therivel, 2012).

Regional plans that have been informed by scenario analysis
and that aim to enhance prospects for desirable futures can aid
project-level planning and decision making through guidance for
“better siting and phasing of development, demand reduction and
other behavioural changes, and particularly through setting
development consent rules for projects” (Therivel and Ross
2007, 356). This approach for identifying regional cumulative
effects concerns and response options has been used in a modest
way in some regionally significant project assessments in Canada,
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generating significant impacts on recommended conditions for
project approval. The Joint Review Panel in the case of the Voisey’s
Bay nickel mine recommended reducing the capacity of the mine
concentrator to extend the life and potential regional contributions
of the project (Gibson, 2006; VBEAP, 1999). The Joint Review Panel
in the Mackenzie Gas Project recommended careful control of the
pace and scale of gas development in the region to keep project
related activities from exceeding the capacities of authorities and
communities, to monitor and mitigate adverse effects, and to take
advantage of positive opportunities (Gibson, 2006, 2011; Govern-
ment of Canada, 1999; MGPJRP, 2009; TransCanada Corporation,
2014).

There are many formal methods for scenario-building (Amer
et al., 2013), but very generally, two to five scenarios are usually
created. Reliance on only three scenarios generally shifts the focus
to the middle or most moderate one. Using more scenarios has the
benefit of creating a larger “possibility space” in which the future is
likely to unfold . . . “[the suggested scenarios are] a menu of five,
with generic themes: (a) a surprise-free or continuation scenario;
(b) a pessimistic scenario; (c) a disastrous scenario; (d) an
optimistic scenario; and (e) a transformation (or miracle) scenario”
(Cornish, 2005). The scenario types are generic and can then be
framed by context dependent drivers, meaning “influential forces
of change”, including society’s value for a given commodity,
environmental change, adaptive capabilities, etc. (Duinker, 2008).
Scenarios as a product can provide “mental maps of the future,”
elucidating key assumptions, forcing the design of alternatives,
testing for alternatives and options, identifying uncertainty and
“provid(ing) a vehicle for communication.” Scenario planning as a
process fosters shared learning and systems thinking, provides an
arena for dialogue across silos, inspires innovation and creativity,
and encourages adaptation and learning (Duinker, 2008).

Scenario-based approaches fit well with the core agenda of
environmental assessment. They are centred on anticipation of
future effects and provide a “more robust way of assessing the
potential future consequences of proposed developments” than
conventional forecasting (Duinker and Greig, 2007, p.217).
Scenario building also has the advantage of enabling people to
escape from the entrenched positional boundaries and conflicts that
typify immediate controversies and move into discussions about
future options where they may find common ground (Kaufman et al.,
2003; Rasmussen, 2008). Also, future scenario discussions can often
begin with efforts to depict ways of accommodating all key
objectives in a manner more consistent with the interdependent
requirements for progress towards sustainability, unlike conven-
tional discussions about immediate effects, which often start with
clashes over potential trade-offs (e.g., between jobs and environ-
mental stewardship) (Gibson et al., 2005a, 2005b).

Duinker and Greig (2007) argue that scenario building is a
suitable tool for the assessment of large regional industrial
developments where significant cumulative effects of multiple
undertakings are likely- “Scenarios and scenario learning are
highly applicable to mid- and long- range futures studies where
there are considerable levels of both predictability and uncertainty.
Scenario planning attempts to compensate for two common errors
in decision-making � under- prediction and over-prediction of
change � allowing a middle ground between the two to be
charted” (Duinker and Greig, 2007, p.210).

4.3. Characteristic 3 credible: establishes explicit open processes for
elaborating and evaluating regional alternatives and justifying
decisions in light of context-specified sustainability-based criteria and
trade-off rules

Cumulative effects assessment is not only about identifying and
evaluating the significance of potential effects. It is often also about
identifying and evaluating what to do in light of the effects. Or,
more usefully, it is about recognizing that there are likely to be
significant cumulative effects resulting from any set of activities,
and it is critical to identify and evaluate the potentially reasonable
options for maximizing the positive effects and minimizing the
negative ones (Morrison-Saunders and Pope, 2013). This approach
may involve translating the learning from the scenarios into a set of
alternative plan options and undertaking a comparative assess-
ment of these options with context-specified sustainability criteria
(Gibson, 2016).

Choices in cumulative effects assessment involve a multitude of
evaluation decisions:

� what value to assign to current features or arrangements,
potential positive and negative effects, risks and opportunities,
and future options?

� how to set priorities among valued ecosystems, valued ecosys-
tem components and valued community components?

� what relative emphasis to give to local versus regional versus
national versus global concerns?

� how much protection is required for already vulnerable and
stressed systems?

� how much to focus on immediate decision-making needs, or
issues for which information is available, or on the availability of
time and other resources to learn more?

For public trust, those potentially affected or otherwise
involved must be able to understand the means by which above
questions are answered. Needs to establish this foundation for
public trust underlie arguments for open, participative and
rigorous cumulative effects assessment processes.

Sustainability-based cumulative effects planning and assess-
ment is not about balancing economic needs against ecological
ones, but rather aims to identify and facilitate achievement of
desirable futures in which social, economic and ecological (and
cultural, etc.) objectives can be served in mutually supporting
ways. Such work needs explicit criteria for effective evaluation and
decision making. These criteria need to be specified for the
particular context of each application and applied in ways that
recognize the interactions among effects and criteria categories.

Context-specified criteria are especially valuable for comparative
evaluation of alternative regional options. As opposed to the
limitations of determining whether a proposed undertaking should
go forward as proposed or be stopped, the comparison of alternatives
using credibly developed, context-sensitive criteria opens assess-
ment processes to broader, potentially more positive opportunities.
At the project level, alternatives may involve the pace and scale of an
operation, the nature and placement of infrastructure, means of
revenue sharing and other benefit enhancement for local communi-
ties, and approaches to using non-renewable resource royalties and
otheropportunities to build more sustainable livelihoodfoundations
(Gibson, 2013). In regional level planning and assessment where
cumulative effects are a major concern, alternatives should be based
on different scenarios and different packages of options to avoid
adverse cumulative effects, enhance prospects for positive effects
and minimize trade-off risks (Duinker and Greig, 2007). The
selection of the best option is guided by application of the
context-specified sustainability-based criteria.

4.4. Characteristic 4 authoritative: integrates regional assessment
conclusions as decisions in legislatively authoritative regional plans or
the equivalent with provisions for ensuring compliance in project level
planning and assessment

A regional plan or regional strategic environmental assessment
(RSEA) based on our best understanding of cumulative effects,
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desirable and plausible futures, alternatives and context-specified
sustainability-based criteria would guide planning and assessment
of individual new (or continuing) projects and other undertakings
in the region. Strategic environmental assessments apply to
policies, plans and programs, while regional plans primarily relate
to land-use planning at a large scale. Regional planning and RSEAs
are frequently cited as a means for making strategic level decision-
making that can then guide planning and decision making at the
project level (Aschemann et al., 2012; Dalal-Clayton and Sadler,
2005; Francis and Hamm, 2011; Fischer, 2012; Gualini, 2015;
Therivel, 2012; Wilson et al., 1996). Integrated relations among the
levels is called tiering, especially where the guidance from one
level to the next is authoritative and there are multiple scales of
decision making (Arts et al., 2005). Arts et al. (2005) define tiering
as “distinguishing different levels of planning � policy, plans,
programs � that are prepared consecutively and influence each
other. Tiering is about how the different levels of planning relate to
each other.”

Effective tiering must be law-based to be authoritative and have
public credibility (produced in a properly open, comprehensive,
participative and accountable process, and regularly reviewed to
keep up to date). Otherwise the guidance from SEAs and/or regional
planning is unlikely to be accepted as a legitimate base for project
assessment and approval. If authoritative and credible, the plan
would provide reasonable clarity and certainty of expectations for
proponents of individual undertakings and remove much of the
burden these proponents carry under Canadian environmental
assessment law to do the cumulative effects assessment themselves
(Gibson et al., 2010). Under a tiered structure, a proponent
participating in a project level assessment would merely have to
ensure the character of the proposed undertaking, its effects, and
their associated potential for contribution to regional cumulative
effects would comply with the requirements and expectations of the
regional plan. Therefore, for regional purposes, the primaryobjective
of the project assessment process would be to ensure its compliance
with the larger scale plan.

In Canada, ensuring appropriately authoritative decisions is
complicated by the constitutional reality of overlapping juris-
dictions. Mining projects may raise issues subject to federal,
provincial or territorial and Indigenous authority. The relevant
mandates and powers overlap, are often not precisely defined and,
especially in the case of Indigenous authority, have been clarified
gradually and incompletely by an ongoing series of high court
rulings on contested matters. Effective and reasonably efficient
attention to cumulative effects and associated options therefore
often depends on formal or informal bi- or multi-jurisdictional
collaboration, which can take many forms and be established
through case-by-case negotiation (MIAC 2016, chapters 4 and 6).
The concerns to be addressed in the negotiation of collaborative
arrangements include allocation of roles and responsibilities, some
of which involve funding and other resources. When RSEAs are
driven by needs to anticipate or respond to private sector
development project proposals, private sector project proponents
may be asked to contribute to RSEA funding. In some past cases,
private sector proponents have prepared assessments of regional
strategic options that are then reviewed by government panels
(e.g., the concept assessment of hydrocarbon development options
for the Beaufort Sea region (BSEAP, 1984)).

4.5. Characteristic 5 accountable: ensures clear and accountable
assignment of cumulative effects management responsibilities and
expectations, including provisions for engaged monitoring, effective
responses and public reporting

Public participants, academics and public advocates have
frequently pointed to public distrust arising from insufficient
accountability in project-centred environmental assessment
processes (MIAC, 2016; National Research Council, 2008; Depoe
et al., 2004). Some of this distrust is due to the absence of explicit
criteria or public rationales for decision making at key assess-
ment stages, from initial assessment scope to project approvals.
These immediate accountability issues have often been entwined
with concerns about exclusion or inadequate consideration of
major evident issues, including regional cumulative effects in
project level assessments and failures to ensure these concerns
are addressed in broader public processes (Duinker and Greig,
2006).

These difficulties have been exacerbated in recent years by
efforts in several Canadian jurisdictions, including the federal
government, to speed assessment decision making by narrowing
the range of considerations and restricting time and resources for
participative opportunities (Doelle, 2012). These efforts have often
failed to deliver overall process streamlining, in part because the
resulting frustrations have led some assessment process partic-
ipants to find other means, including litigation, to win serious
consideration of their concerns. The consequences have led to
consensus among diverse authorities and stakeholders that
effective project assessment processes need to respect Indigenous
rights, facilitate meaningful public participation, ensure conve-
nient public access to assessment information, and be comple-
mented by assessment at the strategic and regional levels to
examine cumulative effects, broad alternatives and other issues
that lie beyond the usual capacities of project level assessment
(Brummans et al., 2008; MIAC, 2016).

While greater use of strategic and regional assessments will
provide for better attention to matters not well handled in
project assessments, accountability at this level is no less crucial.
Strategic and regional assessments too need to incorporate open
and timely information access; opportunities for well-informed
and effective engagement by relevant publics, authorities and
stakeholders; clear responses to that engagement; impartial
review and decision making; and transparent application of
well-founded criteria for evaluations and decisions. Because
many strategic and regional assessments will involve two or
more jurisdictions, clearly assigned roles and responsibilities are
crucial (MIAC, 2016). Also, because these assessments will
involve judgments about big issues and competing options
with likely consequences for many proponents, communities,
authorities and stakeholders, accountability will depend heavily
on the credible development and explicit application of
comprehensive, sustainability-based criteria in evaluations
and decision making. The criteria will be particularly important
for comparing alternatives and for making and justifying
decisions.

The capacity for effective elaboration and comparison of broad
alternatives is a particular strength of strategic and regional level
assessments. Accordingly, the credibility of these assessments
relies heavily upon how the options have been identified and the
criteria for choosing among the options have been specified and
applied. In both matters, evident openness, effective engagement
and impartiality are necessary, not only for strengthening
understanding and enhancing the quality of decisions but also
for establishing the grounds for implementation by the responsible
authorities (Duinker and Grieg, 2007).

The final key venue for accountability in decision-making
related to cumulative effects is post-approval monitoring and
action in response to monitoring findings. Monitoring in assess-
ment generally is intended to check on the accuracy of impact
predictions and on the adequacy of compliance with approval
commitments and conditions, both of which facilitate holding
proponents and assessors to account. As well, monitoring findings
may reveal needs for responsive action to address unanticipated
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problems or opportunities. With transparent reporting, monitor-
ing of effects, compliance and responses can be a crucial tool for
public accountability throughout implementation, decommission-
ing and the tracking of post decommissioning legacies (Gibson,
2014).

5. The special problem of legacy effects

In mining cases, long term cumulative effects are especially
crucial because orebodies are exhaustible resources and mines
have limited and uncertain life expectancies. Not surprisingly, the
legacy effects from mining operations have often been negative.
These legacy effects include the depletion of a non-renewable
resource, boom/bust effects, residual socio-economic damage,
residual contamination and risks, inappropriate infrastructure,
and adverse cultural effects in Indigenous communities (Gibson,
2014). Therefore, a priority of CEA involving mining operations is
that the assessment results should focus on how limited-life
undertakings can provide for lasting positive gains while
mitigating negative legacies in all areas, socio-economic, cultural
and ecological.

Legacy effects dominate much of the public conversation on
mining, including current concerns about risks of contamination
during and after mine life (e.g., in light of the tailings dam failure at
Mt. Polley in British Columbia); the premature closing of mines
with insufficient clean-up security (e.g., the Jericho diamond mine
in Nunavut); with residual contamination problems and associated
costs; post-mining economic bust effects on local and regional
communities; mine bankruptcies affecting pensions and liabilities;
and continuing downstream effects (e.g., Alaskan worries about
the cumulative regional effects of mines in northwest British
Columbia watersheds). Therefore, low risk initial designs, infra-
structure developments for effected communities as well as
mining purposes, effective and adequately funded monitoring and
reclamation, community livelihood diversification and other long
term preparations for positive mine legacies are increasingly key
factors in winning “social licence” (Owen and Kemp, 2013; Prno,
2013).

Additionally, in many Canadian mining regions, there are needs
to respect Aboriginal rights and interests. These rights have been
reinforced as legal obligations under the Canadian Constitution,
clarified in recent Supreme Court of Canada rulings (Chadwick,
2013; McIlwraith and Cormier, 2016), and supported by interna-
tional initiatives (e.g., the United Nations Declaration on the Rights
of Indigenous Peoples and promotion of the concept of “free, prior
and informed consent” prior to approval of proposed activities on
Indigenous lands).

Both legacy effects concerns and Aboriginal rights consider-
ations involve interconnected social, economic, cultural and
ecological factors and expectations for positive contributions to
lasting wellbeing. As a result, cumulative effects assessment must
go beyond mitigation of adverse environmental effects. For proper
attention to cumulative effects, assessment must be re-oriented to
serve the objective of positive contributions to sustainability. For
cumulative effects assessment involving mining projects, the
implication is that mining activities (not merely individual mines),
associated infrastructure and surrounding practices must be
designed to use the time-limited resource extraction, and some
portion of its associated opportunities and revenues, must act as a
bridge to more sustainable futures. Bridging contributions include
the protection of water, land and other lasting/renewable
resources, but extend also to economic diversification and
establishment of multiple lasting livelihood opportunities. Mining
can then serve for the longer term as a valuable transitional activity
with positive legacies.
Positive bridging is more likely to be achieved via a regional
strategy than through mine-by-mine decision making (Gibson,
2014). Beyond scenario-based regional plans, establishing a
foundation for effective bridging can entail the use of other policy
instruments to support the sustainability objectives in the region,
including bridging needs. These needs might include the
establishment of heritage funds and support programmes for
training and other enhancement of local capacities to take
advantage of mining opportunities.

The major mining legacy factors may be summarized in five
interconnected categories (Gibson, 2014):

� Depletion of a non-renewable resource is inherent in mining,
which develops but also extracts and removes a valuable
resource that will longer be available for future generations.
That reality inevitably raises questions about whether what is
gained in the long run compensates for what is lost.

� Boom/bust effects are commonly associated with economic
activities that have highly intensive phases and/or limited
overall duration, especially when they are significant relative to
the level of pre-existing economic activity in the surrounding
communities and region. Mining often involves all of these
factors. The best-recognized problems are those of the economic
bust at mine closure, especially for communities that have
become highly dependent on mining related incomes and other
opportunities. However, boom effects can have adverse socio-
economic effects. For example, sudden influxes of money, a
transient male dominated work force and a lack of strong social
programs brings multiple problems for nearby communities,
including drugs and alcoholism, increases in violent crime,
prostitution and other serious issues (Kilanski, 2015; Ruddell and
Ortiz, 2014; Urwin, 2016).

� Residual adverse effects on or risks to the land, waters and wildlife,
are well known in the record of mining in Canada and elsewhere
where public authorities face a huge and costly backlog of
responsibilities for remediating abandoned and orphan mines.
While regulatory obligations and corporate practices have
improved, some mines still leave negative biophysical and
associated economic legacies. Many mines generate tailings and
other residuals that can have highly detrimental ecosystem
effects and require careful treatment, storage maintenance and
monitoring, sometimes in perpetuity. If heavy metals or other
potentially toxic substances enter the ecosystem, they can cause
adverse effects for hundreds, if not thousands, of years (Eisler,
2004; Eisler and Wiemeyer, 2004; Miranda et al., 2003; Franks
et al., 2010; DeNicola and Stapleton, 2002). Unfortunately,
monitoring and enforcement efforts are unsatisfactory (e.g.,
Bellringer, 2016) and changeovers in mine ownership from initial
exploration to closing often leave declining mines in the hands of
poorly resourced small operators unable to meet remediation
obligations (Botta et al., 2014; Thomson, 2015).

� Inappropriate residual infrastructure results if the extensive
development of transportation networks, power generation,
waste storage and human settlement that accompanies mining
development is not designed with other purposes and post-
mining realities in mind. In some cases, the infrastructure can be
built to serve lasting needs of regional communities and other
livelihood options. Otherwise, once mines close, the infrastruc-
ture may be insufficient for continuing purposes, maintainable
only at undue expense, or represent another remediation
problem for regional communities and the public purse (Stacey
et al., 2010).

� Effects on local, especially Indigenous communities include the
cumulative community results of all the above categories of
concerns. Colonialization, poverty and the dependence that
Indigenous communities have on the land, economically,
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culturally and spiritually, means that Indigenous communities
are particularly vulnerable to the negative legacies of mining
developments (Baker and McLelland, 2003; Booth and Skelton,
2011; Cameron and Levitan, 2014; Canadian Foundation for the
Americas, 2008; Howitt, 2001; O’Faircheallaigh and Corbett,
2005).

Historically, the post-closure legacies of many mines have been
negative in all five categories, with an inequitable distribution of
legacy burdens placed on communities, regions and future
generations, as opposed to investors and governments today.
However, mining and associated activities have a considerable, but
largely unrealized potential to generate positive legacies. Com-
bined regional and project-specific assessment processes that
adopt long term perspectives and focus on desirable futures can
foster serious attention to, designing and using mining activities
and related revenues to build bridges to more sustainable futures,
and develop stronger capacities to manage future opportunities
and problems (Gibson, 2014). Regional level assessment should
combine attention to cumulative effects and broad alternatives
with efforts to identify gaps in local and regional administrative
capacity, and work to build technical and managerial knowledge
that can have post-mine applications, including how to diversify
economies and livelihoods based on continuing and renewable
resources. Protecting valued cultural and natural resources can also
contribute to positive mining legacies by mitigating adverse social
and ecological effects that may leave otherwise lasting damage and
adverse residual risks (Gibson, 2014; Gibson and Klinck, 2005;
Kemp et al., 2007; Loorbach 2010).

Another key component for improving prospects for positive
legacies involves the earmarking of a suitable portion of mining
revenues to establishing local and regional legacy funds. These
funds should be used for three purposes: to diversify the economy
and mitigate problems that might generate negative legacies
during the life of the mine; to support post-mining livelihoods; and
to ensure funding is available after mine closure to maintain
infrastructure, services and capacities, as well as reduce negative
legacy problems (Gibson, 2014; Gibson and Klinck, 2005; Leather-
man et al., 1996).

The responsibility of public governments is to develop a policy
environment that supports economic transition and positive
mining legacies. There is a need for suitable consultative and/or
co-governance processes, with openings for public contribution.
Arguably, sustainability-based policy making has been most
successful when it is locally specified to respect the communities
it affects. High level or generic concepts quickly crumble without
a commitment to experiential guidance and sensitivity to case
and context. Canadian environmental assessment experience
over the past decade is an instructive lesson. The previous
Canadian federal government narrowed the application and
scope of environmental assessment law, constrained openings for
public participation and increased the discretion of the responsi-
ble authorities (Collyer, 2012; Doelle, 2012) to address perceived
excessive time delays and costs to industry from community
conflict (Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, SC 1992, c 37,
2012; Gibson et al., 2010). Instead, the initiative undermined the
credibility of federal assessment processes, moved project
proponents to other means of resistance, including litigation,
and increased delays and other challenges for project proponents
(Gratton, 2016).

6. Potential for improvement in project level cumulative effects
assessment

A new regime of linked sustainability-based regional and
project assessment, with other strategic level steps is unlikely to
be established quickly, since considerable cooperation is needed
among federal, provincial, territorial and Indigenous authorities.
In the interim, project assessment law and practice could be
improved in ways that would allow stakeholders to address
cumulative effects more realistically and usefully. Most
simply, the practice of cumulative effects assessment could be
improved through better guidance and higher applied standards
that recognize the interactive nature of cumulative effects.
Further steps to integrate attention to socio-economic, as well
as, biophysical effects, to address positive, as well as, adverse
effects, and to give special attention to lasting effects are also
possible. The bounds of current environmental assessment
legislation in some Canadian jurisdictions allows for these
considerations.

A more comprehensive and consistent but more complex
change would involve collaboration by Canadian jurisdictions to
adopt a common approach to environmental assessment, with
explicit provisions establishing two key foundations:

� a basic objective to ensure that all undertakings make
contributions to sustainability while avoiding adverse effects,
supported by a broad definition of environmental effects, clear
inclusion of positive, as well as, adverse effects and their
interactions, and serious attention to long term effects; and

� an overall shift from mitigating significant adverse effects of
proposed undertakings to comparative evaluation of best
options for making positive contributions to lasting wellbeing,
while also avoiding negative effects.

These expectations have already been applied explicitly in
three joint panel reviews of proposed mining projects in Canada
(Voisey’s Bay Mine and Mill Environmental Assessment Panel,
1997; KNJRP, 2007; Whites Point Quarry and Marine Terminal
Joint Review Panel, 2007) and could be applied beneficially in all
project level assessments for reasons that extend well beyond
cumulative effects issues (Bond, Morrison-Saunders, and Howitt
2012, chap. 11). In the Voisey’s Bay case, the review panel
established under federal, provincial, Innu and Inuit authority,
that it would be considering “the extent to which the Undertaking
may make a positive overall contribution towards the attainment
of ecological and community sustainability, both at the local and
regional levels” (VBEAP, 1997). One result was that project
approval was conditional on reducing the capacity of the
concentrator from 20,000 t per day to 6000 t/d to extend the
life of the mining operation and increase possibilities for building
local capacities that would serve livelihoods for regional
communities after mining ended. In the Kemess North case,
the review panel applied a contribution to sustainability
test using criteria drawn from the British Columbia
provincial policy statements and the mining industry’s “Mining,
Minerals and Sustainable Development Initiative”. It concluded
that “the project in its present form would not be in the public
interest” because of transient economic and social benefits that
would be “outweighed by the risks of significant adverse
environmental, social and culture effects, some of which may
not emerge until many years after mining operations cease”
(KNJRP, 2007: 245).

Such changes have been advocated for project level assess-
ments for many years and are, arguably, long overdue, even
without needs for better attention to cumulative effects (Gibson
et al., 2016). However, such changes would be insufficient to make
project level assessments an adequate platform for cumulative
effects assessment. Better project level assessment still needs to be
complemented by regional scale attention to cumulative effects
with comparative evaluation of future options, and requires
translation into anticipatory plans with associated broader policy
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making and programming. For this purpose, cumulative effects
assessment should be framed in the context of moving to more
desirable futures and providing clear guidance for project level
planning and assessment (Arts et al., 2005).

7. The Ring of Fire case example

7.1. Overview

The Ring of Fire is a mineral resource-rich area of approximately
5120 km2 located in the James Bay Lowlands region of Northern
Ontario, approximately 500 km northeast of Thunder Bay. Signifi-
cant deposits of chromite, copper, zinc, nickel, platinum, vanadi-
um, and gold have been found there. The chromite deposit
represents the first discovery of commercial quantities in North
America (Hjartarson et al., 2014) and the fourth largest reserves in
the world after South Africa, Zimbabwe and Kazakhstan (Sudol,
2015). The Ontario Ministry of Northern Development and Mine
has, perhaps generously, estimated the Ring of Fire to contain $60
billion worth of minerals.

The promise of world-class chromite and other mineral
deposits has fostered the Ontario government and industry vision
of multi-generational mining activity similar to the Sudbury Basin.
They believe that the deposits may be significant enough to sustain
mining activity for a century (Hjartarson et al., 2014; Sudol, 2015).
However, Cliffs Natural Resources Inc. sold the largest chromite
deposit to Noront Resources for a major loss and all activity
remains highly speculative because of mineral market price
uncertainties and because mine development in the Ring of Fire
area will require hundreds of kilometres of new transportation
infrastructure (Younglai and Marotte, 2015). The area is currently
undeveloped, but mining proposals in this resource rich, inacces-
sible and ecologically sensitive area have generated controversy
and conflict particularly because the hopes for great economic
gains are accompanied by the potential for seriously net negative
lasting regional cumulative effects and poorly distributed benefits
and risks (Chetkiewicz and Lintner, 2014).

The Ring of Fire area includes five isolated First Nations
communities–Webequie, Nibinamik, Neskantaga, Eabametoong
and Marten Falls–and four other Indigenous communities that are
road accessible–Aroland, Long Lake 58, Ginoogaming and Con-
stance Lake. Together, these First Nations make up the nine
member, Matawa Tribal Council. The Ring of Fire mining
development would affect many other First Nations communities
outside of the Matawa region, including those within the same
watershed and those with long standing relationships with
communities within the Matawa region.

The Ring of Fire area is part of Ontario’s ecologically significant
Far North, which contains the world’s largest area of boreal forest
that is free from large-scale human disturbance. The Ring of Fire is
also in the James Bay Lowlands, part of the larger Hudson Bay
Lowlands, which form the world’s largest peatland. Jointly, the
boreal forest and the James Bay Lowlands serve as crucial carbon
sinks for Canada and the world (Chong, 2014). Ring of Fire mining
and infrastructure development would alter the regional land-
scape and ecosystems significantly, with effects including habitat
fragmentation, potentially serious release of pollutants and
effluents into watercourses, possible impairment of carbon
sequestration functions, increased hunting and fishing pressures
facilitated by easier access, and likely introduction of non-native
species, among other concerns (Chetkiewicz and Lintner, 2014;
Chong, 2014; Wildlands, 2015).

The need for economic development, employment opportu-
nities, adequate infrastructure and services (especially potable
water and sufficient housing) in the remote Indigenous communi-
ties has also been a major factor in deliberations about the
potential contributions of mining in the Ring of Fire. Poverty,
addiction and unemployment are common in the area, and the
prospects for mining development has left many community
members with mixed desires. The need for livelihood sufficiency is
accompanied by the need to maintain the culturally and
economically foundation of access to and reliance on traditional
lands for hunting, fishing and trapping. The fear of socio-economic
and cultural problems associated with mines is accompanied by
the desire for opportunities for education and employment in
remote centres for present and future generations.

The role First Nations play as ecological stewards, in tandem
with the spiritual and cultural connection to the land, is poorly
understood and generally not integrated into federal and provin-
cial project level assessment mechanisms. Mainstream discussion
has framed the debate as economy versus the environment,
implicitly situating the project-centred environmental assessment
processes as a venue for battles over these priorities. A broader and
more positive approach, using assessments and associated regional
initiatives to find pathways to lasting regional benefits, is not yet
on the agenda.

Both the federal and Ontario environmental assessment
regimes apply to Ring of Fire developments and both jurisdictions
have limited their assessment ambitions to individual project-by-
project processes. Only one mining project (including associated
infrastructure) is currently in the initial stages of a formal
assessment process. Ontario has approved environmental assess-
ment terms of reference for Noront’s Eagle’s Nest nickel-cooper
mine project (Noront Resources, 2016). Concurrently, the provin-
cial Ministry of Natural Resources is engaging in land use planning
in the region on a community-by-community basis without any
evident interest in pursuing regional level strategic level assess-
ment to address cumulative effects and other broad concerns and
provide resulting guidance for project level assessments (Ministry
of Northern Development and Mines, 2013). Moreover, the on-
going project level assessment and land use planning activities are
not linked. Each community is consulted separately, without
encouragement or opportunity to negotiate effectively as a block or
consider the cumulative effects industrial development can have in
the region (Master, 2012, Far North Act, 2010, S.O. 2010, c. 18).
Essentially, the preparations for Ring of Fire development at
present lack coordination, regional scope and long term perspec-
tive.
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Source: Northern Policy Institute
The above map is a rendering of the area with communities, the

largest claims and potential corridor routes as proposed by the
Northern Policy Institute (Northern Policy Institute, 2015). The
anticipated development implications are speculative and do not
include cumulative effects. However, the map does provide the
reader with significant insight into the potential incursion and
fragmentation that development in this region could generate. If
the provincial and federal government were to apply the five
principles of effective cumulative effects assessment (multi-
dimensional, long term, credible, authoritative, and accountable),
it would require a governance framework different from what is
currently in place. At present, preparations for Ring of Fire
development area characterized by evidently negligible attention
from federal authorities, fragmented efforts by siloed provincial
ministries with a focus on project level assessment, and largely
community-by-community engagement of the affected First
Nations in planning initiatives (Ministry of Natural Resources
and Forestry, 2016).

8. Implementing the characteristics in the ring of fire

The best approach to the Ring of Fire case that would address
the five desired characteristics discussed above would need to be
negotiated by the relevant authorities � the province, First Nations
and the federal government. For illustrative purposes, however, the



Table 1
Comparison of adherence in the Ring of Fire to the five characteristics of best practice CEA in the current circumstances versus the ideal.

Characteristic Present Approach to RoF Best Practice to RoF

Multi-
dimensional

� little consideration of cumulative effects
� uncoordinated planning, assessment and policy-making

� large scale collaborative regional strategic assessment with proper
tiering to guide project level deliberations

� comparison of alternative development options in light of cumulative
socio-economic, cultural and biophysical effects

Long term � financial projections � use of scenario-based tools to explore future options
� careful attention to legacy effects
� development of a monitoring plan with provisions and responsibilities

for re-evaluating development trajectories and applying adaptive
management

Credible � development of a regional “Framework Agreement” between the
Province and Matawa First Nations

� establishment of a Ring of Fire Secretariat
� project level assessment under provincial law

� specification of First Nations rights to free, prior and informed consent
within the process

� sustainability-based decision-making criteria and objectives
� project assessment guided by the regional strategic assessment

Authoritative � decision-making controlled by Province
� First Nations initiatives to gain more influence through judicial review

and negotiations
� little federal government involvement

� collaborative and transparent law based planning and assessment
processes, established by agreement among the provincial, indigenous
and federal authorities

� major decisions negotiated by the responsible governments and
reported with explicit, sustainability-based rationales

Accountable � unspecified commitment to monitoring in the regional Framework
Agreement

� transparent processes and rationales for decisions based on explicit
criteria,

� development of a joint monitoring body linked to regional strategic
assessment as project approval conditions, with regular reviews of
overall trajectories and capacity for adaptive responses
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general nature of a better-integrated and more far-sighted
approach are outlined below in Table 1 and the following
discussion.

In order for the planning and assessment processes meet the
five characteristics, they would require a collaborative approach to
governance that linked regional and project specific considerations
and addressed the long, as well as, more immediate options for
development that respects the concerns and aspirations of the
communities in the region. The major new component would be a
collaborative RSEA resulting in a plan that aimed to foster and
guide regional development in ways that would maximize lasting
gains for the region and its communities, while avoiding significant
adverse effects and risks. Like a master plan for an urban region,
the Ring of Fire plan would provide an authoritative basis for
planning, approval and implementation of more specific under-
takings, including individual mining projects and associated
infrastructure. It would also include provisions and responsibilities
for follow-up monitoring of effects, to facilitate enforcement of
compliance with project approval conditions and to guide
responses to emerging concerns and opportunities.

The linked regional strategic planning and project level
assessment would be required to identify and compare develop-
ment alternatives, including different options for road placement
and other infrastructure development. Scenario building could
help clarify relations between desired future characteristics and
alternative development options. The focus would be on positive
and adverse cumulative effects, with special attention to legacy
effects. Also the planning would need to consider what pace and
scale of development would provide needed gains without
exceeding the biophysical resilience of ecosystems, the managerial
abilities of governments, and the capacities of communities to take
advantage of new opportunities and deal with new stresses.
Throughout the processes, the deliberations and decision making
would use explicit sustainability-based criteria for evaluations that
would need to be designed and applied collaboratively by a multi-
authority body or bodies with the capacity and resources to make
informed decisions.
The approved regional plan have time-limited application, but
be open to review, revision and renewal. The plan could, for
example, include provisions to manage the pace, as well as extent
and location of particular activities, estimate infrastructure needs,
identify requirements of accompanying social programming,
provide guidance for anticipating and responding to induced
development, and determine standards for remediation. A key role
of the plan would be to provide credible and authoritative
responses to big issues that would otherwise burden project level
assessments, and provide other guidance, giving project propo-
nents, communities and other parties more certainty about
expectations and less risk of project related social conflict.

The monitoring plan and accompanying monitoring body
would gather effects data, identify emerging issues and evaluate
response options based on set criteria. Like the body or bodies
established to direct the R-SEA and project-level assessments, the
monitoring body would need to be established collaboratively, and
have sufficient authority, responsibility, resources and transpar-
ency to be credible and effective. Over the long term, it could act as
public venue for discussing development concerns, lodging
complaints and recommending responses including plan mod-
ifications.

The image above represents a potential governance framework
for the region. The process outlined would also require decision-
making capacity and authority shared among the Province, the
Matawa Tribal Council and the Federal government. This could be
manifest in a variety of ways, but any approach must respect s. 35
indigenous rights under the Canadian constitution and could be
structured to respect the federal commitment to free, prior and
informed consent (Fontaine, 2016; Papillon and Rodon, 2017; Nicol,
2016).

Tiered governance structures of this nature are not on the
current agenda of the Ontario government. Provincially, the Far
North Act or through the Regional Framework Agreement between
the Province and the nine Matawa Nations could be used as
methods to engage in a tiered governance system for assessment
(Matawa First Nations and the Crown, 2014). Deliberations on
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proposed road corridors may also offer First Nations a better
opportunity to consider cumulative effects, development scenarios
and mining legacies due to the general breadth of the undertaking
when compared to the scope of traditional project assessment. The
roads will cross boundaries and affect all the communities,
requiring coordination and strategic consideration between
multiple First Nations authorities and across the larger ecosystem
to consider fragmentation and development trajectories. So far,
however, the planning for road infrastructure projects has not been
accompanied by comprehensive regional and development plan-
ning.

Overall, the case illustrates an important unmet opportunity
where a sustainability-based, regional strategic cumulative effects
assessment could be beneficial. The regional, as well as local effects
of the mining and infrastructure development on the ecosystems
and remote Indigenous communities will be significant. Moreover,
evident tensions already exist among the authorities and stake-
holders, including the First Nations, mining companies, federal and
provincial agencies, and environmental conservation advocates
over the potential cumulative effects and response options (
Fletcher, 2015; Matawa First Nations and the Crown, 2014;
Ministry of Northern Development and Mines, 2013). The Ring
of Fire region for anticipatory regional assessment is relatively well
bounded, and clearly involves regional concerns, opportunities and
options that cannot be addressed effectively, efficiently or fairly
through the current individual project assessment and individual
community-centred planning approaches (Chetkiewicz and Lint-
ner, 2014). However, the province continues to maintain that a
focus on project-level assessment is sufficient for understanding
cumulative effects and sustainability concerns.

9. Conclusion

The purpose of this paper has to been to consider how
cumulative effects can be integrated in assessment in Canadian
mining developments to address some of the on-going inadequa-
cies of current project-centred assessment regimes. At present,
cumulative effects are poorly considered in Canadian resource
development. The limited scope and motives of project proponents
and the narrow focus on “significant adverse effects” leave project
level assessments with little potential for integrating serious
attention to cumulative effects. We recommend that the primary
foci of future policy building for cumulative effects include
emphasis on:

� designing and delivering tiered regional assessment regimes,
where credible public processes for assessing cumulative
environmental effects and broad alternatives are used to address
regional concerns and opportunities and to guide the planning
and assessment of individual projects; and

� requiring the adoption and use of explicit sustainability-based
criteria for assessment evaluations and decision-making, duly
specified for particular applications. The criteria must be applied
to and incorporated into mining related cumulative and project
assessments with particular attention to legacy concerns and the
use of mines as bridges to more sustainable futures.

The Ring of Fire case provides a useful illustrative example of a
region where an approach incorporating the two improvements
above would be highly beneficial.

Key larger scale issues of complexity (e.g., understanding
cumulative interactive effects and comparing broad alternative
development options) are usually best considered at a strategic
level. The dominant project-oriented model for environmental
assessment is not well-designed to consider the strategic level
concerns that typify cumulative environmental effects issues.
Strategic regional environmental assessments attempt to antici-
pate cumulative effects and regional scale issues and development
objectives, providing guidance to project level assessments
(Aschemann et al., 2012; Gibson et al., 2010). Strategic level
environmental assessments that utilize sustainability principles
could address many classic project level EA insufficiencies.

New mining undertakings should be chosen, designed and
implemented in ways that contribute to sustainability-enhancing
cumulative outcomes (Hodge, 2003). While it is challenging for
mining developments to generate sustainable outcomes since non-
renewable resource exploitation depletes the resource (e.g., the
orebodies), mining development can be designed and undertaken
in ways that enhance prospects for lasting regional wellbeing.
Sustainable decision-making considers how to enhance prospects
for multiple, mutually reinforcing gains, while avoiding significant
adverse effects, ensuring fair sharing of benefits, establishing the
necessary technological capacity, and focusing on the long term as
well as immediate considerations (Dalal-Clayton et al., 2002;
Gibson, 2014; Poocharoen, 2012). These overall aims can be
pursued through fair process design, development and compara-
tive evaluation of multiple options, and facilitation of effective
stakeholder inclusion through capacity building and the provision
of meaningful opportunities to participate (Hemmati, 2002;
Rasmussen, 2008; Sinclair, 2001). These considerations take
assessment from the old focus on mere mitigation of adverse
effects to a more positive agenda that matches current expect-
ations. They also shift a substantial portion of assessment weight
from the project level to the strategic level of cumulative effects
and regional options.

For mining, the delivery of sustainability-enhancing results
entails special attention to cumulative legacy effects. Enhancing
cumulative prospects for positive legacies from mining involves
the usual efforts to minimize lasting social, economic and culture
damage and environmental risks during the life of the mines, but
also entails avoidance of post decommissioning risks and
management obligations, smoothing of boom-bust effects, and
enhancement of lasting gains (e.g. capacities, concurrent economic
diversification, fostering of livelihood options based on renewable
resources).

This sustainability focus entails using mines and mining as a
bridge to more sustainable futures. This bridging is not something
that the mining industry can address adequately by itself.
Governments need to consider themselves as partners in these
endeavours and use mining opportunities and a portion of
revenues to invest in associated programmes that work towards
feasible and desirable futures, on a regional, as well as a project-by-
project basis.

As an illustrative example, the mining developments in the Ring
of Fire will generate significant cumulative effects. The region’s
future prospects would be better served by steps to establish tiered
regional and project planning and assessments, to plan for positive
legacies and to orient approaches for sustainable futures. In order
for developments to bridge towards positive legacies, better
coordination and collaboration within government and between
parties is necessary. The transition to such approaches would
benefit from extensive focus and research from the academic
community to illuminate opportunities and generate innovative
approaches to the considerable complexities in the development of
the Ring of Fire region and other regions with similar challenges.
The relevant processes should consider broader strategic level
concerns, alternatives resulting from comprehensive development
agendas, and positive and negative legacy effects as opposed to
focusing only on adverse effects (Gibson et al., 2005a, 2005b).
These approaches aid in visioning and re-orienting the analytical
processes required for sustainability (Frame and O’Connor, 2011;
Loorbach, 2010; Özkaynak et al., 2004).
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Mining development is challenging to get right. However, with
greater interest in and consideration of cumulative effects, new
opportunities for better futures can emerge. We need to foster new
policy environments and encourage dialogue in order to achieve
these outcomes. Focusing on tiered regional processes, oriented
towards sustainability and long term legacies is a good place to
begin.
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